EXECUTIVE ENGLISH
A Superintensive English Course
English has become the language of international business. If you are a busy executive or professional
who needs to polish up your English skills, Executive English is the program for you. It allows you to
design your own program, choosing not only the number of hours per day and the number of weeks but
also the topics you will study.
The program can combine one-to-one lessons led by highly qualified instructors with visits to places of
interest to your profession, such as businesses, factories, research facilities, hospitals, or government
offices depending on your interests and needs.
SPRING INTERNATIONAL OFFERS INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVES AND PROFESSIONALS...










The opportunity to design your own program
20 hours per week of individualized, private instruction tailored to your needs and interests
The option of 1, 2, 3, or 4 weeks of study, or longer if desired
One or two visits per week to businesses, industries, and sites of specific interest to you
Immersion in American culture and English
Official certificate at completion of program
Option of homestay with American family or hotel accommodations
Choice of Colorado locations – small town Littleton or downtown Denver
The beauty of Rocky Mountain surroundings

Hourly cost for private one-on-one instruction: $70 / hr
PROGRAM COSTS: 20 HOURS OF INSTRUCTION PER WEEK
No. of Weeks

Tuition*

Homestay**

Total

1

$1400

$200

$1600

2

2800

400

3200

3

4200

600

4800

4

5600

800

6400

*The tuition includes one-to-one instruction by qualified teachers 20 hours per week. Additional instruction can also be provided.
The cost will be adjusted accordingly.
** The homestay fee includes stay with an American family which provides a private room, breakfast, and dinner. Program
participants buy their lunch. Arrangements can also be made for stay at a local hotel. The cost of hotel accommodation will vary
depending on the type of hotel desired.
NOTES:
Other options include a hybrid offering in which the participant takes some general English classes in our regular intensive English
program and supplements that with a few hours of individualized instruction.
For visitors on B1 / B2 visas or visa waivers who wish to study, your study must be incidental to your purpose for travel,
individualized instruction is limited to short-term study and approved only when the purpose of travel is indicated and verified.

